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Foreword
I love beer. My dad was a brewmaster, so I grew up in breweries and came to appreciate
the kettles, the tanks, and the smell of a brewery. As a kid, I read the family beer recipes,
which had been handed down over six generations.

In 1984, when I brewed my first batch of Samuel Adams beer, there was no need for a
basic guide book like Beer For Dummies, especially in the U.S. Mass-produced beers had
undergone 40 years of becoming lighter and blander. And beers from abroad, then the
only widely available alternative, were often stale because of their long, transoceanic
crossing and lengthy warehousing.

But today, beer lovers are in heaven. We are in the midst of a genuine renaissance in
what’s known as craft brewing. Literally hundreds of new brands and styles are crowdin
the shelves and the bar backs — pretty intimidating for the uninitiated unless they have
a copy of Beer For Dummies with them. Personally, I love walking into a bar and seeing a
dozen tap handles for great, interesting beer styles.
I grew up knowing that beer can have all the nobility and complexity of a fine wine, and
it’s fun to see more and more people acknowledging that today.
I think it has to do with education. The more you know about beer — its ingredients, its
history, its brewing — the more respect you have for it. That’s why I applaud Marty
Nachel and Steve Ettlinger for writing Beer For Dummies.
In this book, Marty and Steve tell you what good beer is and how to find and enjoy it. I
appreciate the opportunity to endorse Beer For Dummies and am sure it will entertain
you, educate you, and make you thirsty for a really great beer.
Cheers,
Jim Koch
Brewer, Samuel Adams Boston Lager

Jim Koch is credited by many as the leader in the current craft-brewing renaissance. As a
brewmaster, he continues a family tradition — six first-born sons in his family have
become brewmasters. Jim’s own experience with brewing started at the age of four, when
he tasted his first beer. He loved it.

In 1984, armed with his great-great-grandfather’s original recipe for Samuel Adams beer,
Jim started the highly successful Boston Beer Company. At the time, he didn’t dream tha
there’d be a market for more than one style of Samuel Adams. Today, the Samuel Adams
family of beers comprises over 30 different brews.

Introduction
There once was a man named Stu —
About beer, he hadn’t a clue.
At the behest of his chummies,
He read Beer For Dummies,
And now he’s the Master of Brew!

Like many people, I first discovered beer while sitting on my father’s knee. My earliest
recollections of the beer that Dad drank were that it was always ice cold and foamed like
soapsuds — probably an accurate taste descriptor as well. Too bad Dad bought the
cheap stuff.

After years of unconsciously buying the cheapest beer, like my father did, I found that m
regular beer started to become regularly boring and much less appealing. By chance, a
tour of a famous brewery — Molson’s, in Toronto — that made fresh, tasty beer in a
number of traditional styles, opened my eyes to an undiscovered world of beery
possibilities unavailable in the United States at that time. Beer drinking for me would
never be the same again because I had discovered the secrets to true beer happiness:
freshness and variety. From that point on, I went in search of good beer and got an
education in the difference between it and mediocre beer (and worse).

Learning this difference wasn’t only easy but also fun — so much fun, in fact, that I now
make a living doing it! But even for the casual beer drinker, a little beer knowledge can
turn a possibly daunting experience into an enjoyable one. Good beer, unlike fine wine,
is widely available and relatively inexpensive, but choosing among all the various styles
can be a little confusing without some help. If you’ve fallen in love with beer, you have
plenty of ways to increase your beer appreciation. This book should be of help to
neophyte and serious beer enthusiast alike. And the best news is that in the United
States, good beer is being offered by more brewers every day.
And that’s something to drink to!

About This Book

Beer For Dummies, 2nd Edition, is a reference tool above all. You don’t have to read it
from cover to cover (although I won’t mind if you do); you can turn to any part, chapter
or section that gives you the information you need when you need it. If you decide to
read the book in order, you’ll find that the information is presented in a logical
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